Aylett, William

Prince William Co.

Survey 26 May 1742

Warrant date from survey 18 Nov 1741

85 acres
By Vertue of a Warrant from the Proprietors Office Dated Novr. the 10th. 1731 Tho' Survey'd for Cap. F. P. Holland. Right & Certain Trust to Dividants of Land Situate in the County of Prince William & Prince of E. & E. To be Follow'd by W. Beley being to the North West Corner to the Land Survey'd for Cornel. Now M. Carthy & in the Line of Normoncelle[?] Footler at A, and Tiling on the North with the P. Carmoville Line. Now M. Carthy No. 61. & one hundred twenty-five poles & where the P. Line intersects the Line of Thomas Lower Attent Now M. Carthy & B, thence with the P. Thomas or M. Carthy Line Sor. Two hundred seventy-two poles & where it intersects James Footler at C, thence with the P. James Attent & Normoncelle Attent No. 61 & two hundred twenty-five poles of first beginning containing eighty-five acres survey'd May the 2d. 1732. By me Geo. Hyon.
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